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Executive Summary

VTrans is working to reduce storm damage impacts on transportation assets to minimize cost,
inconvenience to our customers, safety hazards, and impacts on the environment. Staff have taken
the MAP-21 Part 667 requirement as opportunity to take this work to a next level. This phase of
Part 667 focuses on locations with repeat damage caused by different Governor-declared
emergencies. VTrans work for the November 23, 2018 deadline focuses on the national highway
system (NHS) but also prepares for the 2020 deadline on the broader transportation network.
VTrans staff conducted analysis of Detailed Damage Inspection Reports (DDIRs) from Governordeclared emergencies from 2004 through the end of 2017. Staff explored “if there are reasonable
alternatives to [NHS] roads, highways, and bridges that have required repair and reconstruction
activities on two or more occasions due to emergency events.” (Federal Register, Volume 81 No. 95
October 24, 2018: Sec 661.1) The understanding from informal discussions with FHWA partners in
the Vermont Division Office was that compliance with the federal legislation could include analysis
of DDIRs, identifying VTrans actions to stabilize high-risk locations, and also broader strategies
VTrans will use to reduce repeat damages to its assets. VTrans is taking a coordinated approach
across its bureaus and with existing programs that already increase the resilience of these high-risk
locations.
The analysis started with over 1,000 DDIRs and resulted in five locations for further exploration and
action. Interestingly, this data-driven process identified one corridor as head-and-shoulders most
important: VT 4 in Hartford. The analysis was verified by a range of VTrans bureau and district
staff. The other locations with multiple DDIRs from different emergencies in the same location or
very nearby are US 2 in St. Johnsbury, VT 9 in Brattleboro, VT 9 in Woodford, and VT 15 in Essex.
Part 667 efforts have been purposefully multi-disciplinary and that will continue. Results include:
• Forming a Risk Management Leadership Team of staff from Asset Management,
Emergency Management, Maintenance, and Planning
• Starting field views and next steps on the priority locations that will likely include scoping a
substantial US 4 project in the future years of the budget
• Added emphasis on the actions identified in the related Transportation Asset Management
Plan (TAMP) to develop a VTrans policy on risk coordinated with asset management and
performance management.
• Ongoing coordination within and outside of VTrans to manage risk to Vermont’s assets

Introduction to MAP-21 Part 667

Part 667 requires that state departments of transportation (DOTs) “conduct statewide evaluations
to determine if there are reasonable alternatives to roads, highways, and bridges that have required
repair and reconstruction activities on two or more occasions due to emergency events.” (Federal
Register Volume 91, No. 205 (October 24, 2016), p. 73268
Other key elements of the regulation may be summarized as
• Use data starting as close to 1997 as reasonably available through the end of December
of the end of the year of analysis (in this case 2017)
• Emergency event refers to declaration by the governor or president
• Update analysis after additional emergency events or a minimum of every four years
• Similar analysis is due November 23, 2020 for the remainder of roads and bridges open
to the public and eligible for financial assistance under Title 23, USC.
• Evaluation includes identification and consideration of alternatives that will mitigate or
resolve the root causes of the recurring damage, the costs, and likely duration of the
solutions.
• Evaluation shall consider the risk of recurring damage and cost of future repairs under
current and future environmental conditions.
• State DOT shall consider the results when developing projects.

VTrans Approach to Fulfilling Part 667

The VTrans approach to fulfilling Part 667 regulations for 2018 is summarized in the following nine steps.
1. Gather and use DDIRs – Completed. Over 1,000 DDIRs were gathered going as far back
as reasonably possible (2004 through 2017). The initial work was discussed at a
multidisciplinary meeting of VTrans staff on 8/7/18, then a summary distributed for
review.
2. Complete and use analysis – Completed. Finalized DDIR analysis, combined with results
from Methods and Tools for Transportation Resilience Planning and other data to identify
draft priorities.
3. Coordinate reviews among statewide staff and with district staff – Completed.
Material distributed, then responses from all involved districts combined into one
spreadsheet. This resulted in five priority locations. Added in district needs. Material
was distributed several times for reviews.
4. Review draft priorities and discuss strategies – Completed. Continued internal discussions.
Discussed efforts with FHWA-Vermont Division at meeting held 11/5/18.
5. Refine next steps – Underway. Prepare Part 667 submission. Schedule follow-up discussion
with FHWA Vermont Division staff and field tour to refine plans to reduce risk at priority
repeat damage sites for after submission given timing. Further define broader statewide
strategies. Publish analysis as a web map after final discussions.
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6. Establish Risk Management Leadership Team - Completed. This small group will guide
further multidisciplinary efforts. The team is Chad Allen (AMP), Todd Sears (Emergency
Management), Joe Segale (Planning, Policy, and Research), and Todd Law (Maintenance
Bureau) . Other representatives will be invited into discussions as appropriate or based on
requests.
7. Submit a version of this report to FHWA-VT after discussions. Completed on time.
8. Engage outside partners - Future. These partners include DEC Tactical Watershed
Planners, Vermont Emergency Management (VEM), and regional planning commissions
(RPCs). This will include preparation for full network submission and broader coordination.
9. Complete documentation of technical and process refinements for 2020 - Future.

Summary of Technical Methodology

Obtain and analyze DDIRs
• Gather and map data - DDIRs from Tropical Storm Irene had been gathered for the
resilience project. The rest of the available DDIRs before and through 2017 were gathered
and summarized with more detailed location information. Chad Allen contacted district staff
to check if data earlier than 2004 was reasonably available through them without success.
All the GIS files were combined, assigned full and consistent geographic information, and
reports without adequate information to map were set aside for future work.
• Convert and prepare data - A .1-mile buffer was created for each point and line to account
for minor differences in reporting locations and to convert all items into polygons. A union
of polygons from each emergency event was run. This cleaned out instances of multiple
reports in a location, such as a retaining wall report and a bridge report from one storm.
• Analyze repeat damages – ArcInfo tools were used to dissolve the remaining polygons and
count how many had been dissolved together. All scripts were documented.
Incorporate resilience
• Throughout this analysis, “highly vulnerable” refers to a rating of 10 in the 1-10 scale
developed in Methods and Tools for Resilience Planning. The focus was the analysis of
roads, though vulnerability of bridges and culverts was also considered. There are
additional elements of the Resilience work that may be used in the future. VTrans and
Vermont Department of Public Safety staff met to discuss implementation through the
FEMA Mitigation Program.
• Exploration of locations also used Vermont Agency of Natural Resources stream
corridor analysis that defines how a water body in likely to meander in the future.

Data Notes

The main source of data for the analysis in this report was DDIRs prepared by VTrans for the FHWA Emergency Relief (ER)
Program. There was some further exploration of the events from postings for FEMA Major Disaster Declarations and
counties eligible for Public Assistance (PA) funding. The research across programs is summarized in the table that follows.
FEMA and other sources will be explored in future reports.
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Exploring Correspondence of FHWA ER and FEMA PA Declarations
FHWA Declaration

Event Date

FEMA Declaration

Event Date

19-2

October 31-November 1, 2019

Not online 12/10/19

x

19-1

April 14-15 and 19-20

4445

April 15, 2019

X

4380

May 4-5, 2018

X

4356

October 29-30, 2017

June 29-July 1, 2017

4330

June 29-July 1, 2017

X

4232

June 9, 2015

X

4207

December 9-14, 2015

X

4178

April 15-19, 2014

X

4163

December 20-26, 2013

July 8, 2014

x

x

17-1

14-1*

*Example of a major storm that was evaluated but didn't qualify for FHWA or FEMA funding
One element that complicated analysis is the multiple heavy storm events in 2011. The 2011 data includes records for the
severe April through May storms that are documented as VT 11-01 (also entered as Irene_Spring) and Tropical Storm Irene
in August (VT 11-02). There were a variety of ways data was entered in this complicated period that make analysis of
repeat damage separating those events difficult. The description in a Weather.gov article gives a sense of the intensity of
weather events in that period, and how declared and undeclared events can mix:
From devastating flooding to record breaking snows, 2011 was a year of particularly active and tragic weather
across Vermont and northern New York. At Burlington International Airport, it was the wettest year on record with
50.92" of precipitation. Burlington also had its 3rd snowiest winter on record with 128.4". In addition, Burlington
experienced 11 out of 12 months of above normal average monthly temperatures with the months of November
and December as much as 5 degrees above normal. The greatest snowstorm occurred on March 6-7th when 25.8"
fell at Burlington, which was 3rd greatest snowstorm in history. The greatest 24-hour single day rainfall was
3.38"associated with Tropical Storm Irene on 28 August 2011. The combination of above normal snowpack and
record breaking rainfall caused several historical flooding events across our region. They include the heavy
convective rainfall and flooding event on April 26th-27th, followed by a record Lake Champlain stage of 103.27 feet
on 6 May 2011 breaking the previous record by over a foot. Another heavy convective rainfall episode on May
26th- 27th brought more flooding, followed by the historic and devastating flooding from Tropical Storm Irene on
August 28th.
-Source: https://www.weather.gov/media/btv/events/Top5_2011.pdf

The major events in this analysis are listed below. The counties listed as eligible for FEMA PA funding are included.
• VT 07-1: four counties were damaged by severe storms, flash flooding, and flooding July 9 through 11, 2007
(Washington, Windsor, Orange, Caledonia and Orleans) – FEMA 1715-DR as amended
• VT 08-1: three counties were damaged by statewide damages as a result of tornado, severe thunderstorms, heavy
rain on July 18, 2008 (Caledonia, Grand Isle, and Lamoille) – FEMA-1784-DR
• VT 11-1 (also documented as 11_Spring): Seven counties experienced severe storms and flooding during the period
of April 23 to May 9, 2011 (Addison, Chittenden, Essex, Franklin, Grand Isle, Lamoille, and Orleans) – FEMA 1995DR
• VT 11-2: 13 counties were damaged by Tropical Storm Irene during the period of August 27 to September 2, 2011 -FEMA-4022-DR
• VT 13-1: Extreme runoff and flooding following the heavy rains which fell during the periods of May 22 through 26,
and June 25 through July 11, 2013.
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•

Three counties damaged in severe storms and flooding during the period of May 22-26, 2013
(Chittenden, Essex, and Lamoille) – FEMA 4120
o Seven counties damaged in severe storms and flooding during the period of June 25 to July 11, 2013
(Caledonia, Chittenden, Orange, Orleans, Rutland, Washington, and Windsor) – FEMA-4140-DR
VT 14-1 (evaluated and numbered but didn’t end up qualifying for FHWA or FEMA funding): Wind and rainstorms
on July 14, 2014 caused damage to transportation facilities in Andover (Windsor), Chester (Windsor), and
Londonderry (Windham),
VT 17-1: Seven counties suffered substantial damage by flooding between June 29 and July 1, 2017

(Addison, Bennington, Caledonia, Orange, Rutland, Washington, and Windsor) – FEMA DR-4330

The following events occurred after the analysis and will be included in the 2020 Part 667 report.
• VT 19-1: Heavy rains and snowmelt from storms April 14-15 and April 19-20 caused serious damage in eight
counties (Windham, Bennington, Windsor, Rutland, Orange, Washington, Caledonia, and Essex) – FEMA
• VT 19-2: Flooding and runoff as a result of extremely heavy rain and high winds from October 31 - November I,
2019 caused serious damage in six counties (Addison, Chittenden, Franklin, Lamoille, Orleans, and Washington) –

Result of Analysis
This analysis was an impressive example of the power of a data-driven approach. Analysis of over
1,000 DDIRs on the Federal Aid System identified 20 locations on the NHS with damage in two or
more different Governor-declared emergencies. Of these, eight have already been fixed to the
satisfaction of knowledgeable district staff and are being monitored. This is significant
accomplishment.
This analysis started with “messy” data—records in many places, in different formats, and not all
with adequate information to map. It took a lot of effort to clean it, an issue that has been largely
resolved for the future. One of the 20 locations seems to just be a data problem. Review of the
remaining 11 locations with vulnerability and other analysis resolved them down to five priority
areas as several were close and likely related to each other. They are listed in the table below and
shown in the map on the next page. Staff discussion of next steps for the five priority areas is
summarized in a page for each.
These pages follow and will be revised after the field views to become a resource for each location.

Priority Areas to Reduce Repeat Damages
Road

Primary Town

County

VTrans District

RPC

US 4

Hartford

Windsor

4

Two Rivers-Ottauquechee Regional Planning Commission

US 2

St. Johnsbury

Caledonia

7

Northeast Vermont Development Association

VT 9

Brattleboro

Windham

2

Windham Regional Commission

VT 9

Woodford

Bennington

1

Bennington County Regional Commission

VT 15

Essex

Chittenden

5

Chittenden County Regional Planning Commission

In addition to the statewide map and one-page summaries that follow, the appendices include
the following items
1. Spreadsheet of District staff comments
2. For each location, a map with District needs and a spreadsheet with DDIR summaries.
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National Highway System (NHS)

Location 1: US 4 in Hartford
There are only two locations on the Vermont NHS that have
been damaged in three different emergencies. These two
locations (shown in dark purple), plus others with two DDIRs,
are on an approximately 10‐mile section of US 4 that is mainly
in Hartford but also Woodstock and Hartland. This section also
includes a highly vulnerable section of road. A current event
that may be of interest is the nearby closure of US 5 for culvert
failure. There are also nearby overlapping DDIRs off the NHS
on VT 14 (shown in yellow).
Damage Locations on NHS Damage Locations off NHS
2

2

3

3

Unique ID

Road

Town

County

VTrans District

RPC

How Many DDIRs? Which Events?

154

US 4

Hartford

Windsor

4

TR

3 (Irene‐Spring, VT 13‐1, VT 17‐1)

155

US 4

Hartford

Windsor

4

TR

3 (Irene‐Spring, VT 13‐1, VT 17‐1)

66

US 4

Hartford

Windsor

4

TR

2 (VT 13‐1, VT 17‐1)

67

US 4

Hartford

Windsor

4

TR

2 (VT 13‐1, VT 17‐1)

68

US 4

Hartford

Windsor

4

TR

2 (VT 13‐1, VT 17‐1)

69

US 4

Hartford

Windsor

4

TR

2 (VT 13‐1, VT 17‐1)

District Comments
District agrees with the assessment of US 4. Some permanent repairs were made to the damaged
locations. Many of the US 4 problems are due to the steep slope on the highway. There are
locations on US 4 that could become problematic in the future. These have not been funded.

Further Background and Consequences
This may be most important corridor to address in Vermont for asset management.

Initial Discussion of Next Steps






Further review DDIRs and district needs
Gain understanding of what has been done and what is planned
Monitor and maintain asset until a project is programmed to make a lasting permanent
repair. Make temporary repairs to the extent financially possible for the District’s funds
(band aids). Most of these are already identified on corridor needs map. Capture the ones
not identified.
Develop a basic description then submit it for ranking as a substantial capital project. If
prioritized, follow through with adding to future (referred to as “out”) years of the budget.
This may involve encompassing some smaller planned project(s) as well as consider
addressing existing corridor needs and resiliency concerns. Initial thought is to schedule
and budget for a scoping project along US 4 from Hartford to Woodstock to better define
project scope and preliminary cost estimates. The time frame to begin this scoping study
would at best be FY23.
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Location 2: US 2 in St. Johnsbury
There are two overlapping DDIRs on the eastern NHS
part of VT 2. Less than a mile away there are also two
DDIRs on the non-NHS western part of VT 2 (shown in
yellow). The NHS section of VT 2 has relatively high
use (close to 5,000 AADT) and is important for its
location near the interchange with I-93.

Unique ID

Road

Town

County

VTrans District

RPC

How Many DDIRs? Which Events?

35

US 2

St. Johnsbury

CALEDONIA

7

NV

2 (Irene-Spring, VT 11-1)

District Comments

This location is a continued issue whether there is a storm event or not. Mid-winter and spring
thaws cause slope failure and plugs the drainage infrastructure within this section of US 2. District 7
continues to inspect and maintain drainage throughout the year. This section of US 2 has been on
our District Needs list and is a high priority.

Further Background and Consequences

On the non-NHS side, the retaining wall on the side of the road away from the river was recognized
as deteriorated years ago. Fixing it would take funds but not be difficult. There are likely similar
problems now on the eastern (NHS) side. Design has previously been explored but not completed
due to other priorities for the funding available. There are issues on the upslope and probably also
river side of the road. Implications downstream should be considered in work in this location.
This is confirmed as a high-priority corridor for asset management.

Initial Discussion of Next Steps
•
•

Check previous retaining wall analysis and planning [review was done but not next steps]
Coordinate with district and other staff to explore a complete approach to protecting assets
on both sides of the road on the NHS and Non-NHS side since that will also need to be
addressed in the 2020 submittal
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Location 3: VT 9 in Brattleboro
Analysis identified two locations on this corridor each
with two DDIRs. Further research clarified that the
damages were all from the Tropical Storm Irene
event. This remains a corridor of concern with 12
DDIRs (available) from that storm within
approximately 2 miles. The issues are primarily
vulnerable road embankments although there are
also moderately vulnerable culverts and bridges
based on analysis for a FEMA Pre-Disaster Mitigation
(PDM) grant application underway for submittal by
January 4, 2019.

Unique ID

Road

Town

County

VTrans District

RPC

How Many DDIRs? Which Events?

126
127

VT 9
VT 9

Brattleboro
Brattleboro

WINDHAM
WINDHAM

2
2

WR
WR

2 (Irene-Spring)
2 (Irene-Spring)

District Comment

This stretch of corridor has had repeated damage both
which has qualified for federal relief, and smaller state funded response. Some location in this
corridor have been addressed, but this stretch of highway needs to be looked at as a larger
project. The geometry of the road generates conflict with the adjacent Whetstone Brooke. These
areas need to be addressed or failures will continue.

Further Background and Consequences

District notes there is a range of potential fixes ranging from small slope repair to creating
resilient infrastructure to full scale road realignment and/or stream relocation.

Initial Discussion of Next Steps
•

•

Use of the VTrans Transportation Resilience Planning Tool and discussions with Vermont
Emergency Management is resulting in an application for FEMA PDM funding for this
corridor. It will include a simple plan that prioritizes the needed improvements, identifies
mitigation options, and uses the analysis to identify one or more mitigation projects
including costs.
Coordinate with current construction project in this area scheduled for 2020.
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Location 4: VT 9 in Woodford
There are two overlapping DDIRs and approximately a mile away is
a highly vulnerable bridge. There are six additional single DDIRs in
approximately two miles of the location. River corridors come
together in this vicinity and the district notes 60’ cliffs with rocks
falling from them.

Unique ID

Road

Town

County

VTrans District

RPC

How Many DDIRs? Which

7

VT 9

Woodford

BENNINGTON

1

BC

2 (Irene-Spring, VT08-1)

Events?

District Comments and Nearby Needs

Generally, a difficult and vulnerable corridor, but need to explore if the specific location of one of the
DDIRs was remedied. The biggest repair work in this area is around the larger bridges at the bottom of
the hill.

Further Background and Consequences

There are steep slopes and ledge. The Roaring Branch is aptly named. It brought big boulders
downstream in Tropical Storm Irene.

Initial Discussion of Next Steps
•

•
•

Short-term: With PowerBI and new application of it for dashboards may be able to prioritize
tracking and maintaining culverts and bridges.
Further explore if the issues are more closely related to culvers/bridges, roadways, or both.
Long-term: Explore options for this vulnerable corridor through hydrologic analysis including
whether culverts are sized appropriately and review of base areas of bridges.
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Location 5: VT 15 in Essex
DDIR and Vulnerability Analysis

This is Unique ID 39 in analysis. The buffers for the two
DDIRs only overlap slightly. Another set of DDIRs was
showing just to the east (ID 40) but seems to have been a
messy data issue. There is a lot of surface water and a
stream corridor connecting VT 15 and the non-NHS VT
128 sections to the north where there have been multiple
DDIRs. This may be a lower-priority location than others.

Unique ID

Road

Town

County

VTrans District

RPC

How Many DDIRs? Which

39

VT 15

Essex

CHITTENDEN

5

CC

2 (VT11-1, VT13-1)

Events?

District Comments and Nearby Needs

This area was damaged in 2011 and 2013. Explore if there is a problem with slope pipe installed as
raised by district staff.

Further Background and Consequences

Fixing the small area with two slightly overlapping DDIRs should be coordinated with surrounding single
DDIRs and the stream corridor to avoid future damages.

Initial Discussion of Next Steps
•
•

Explore district comments about potential nearby repair that didn’t hold up
Review road with stream corridor and surface water layers
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Short-Term Next Steps

There are a variety of steps underway or planned for November through December, 2018.
1. Hold additional discussion with districts and other staff regarding problems and repairs made or
planned. Continue discussions with FHWA Vermont Division staff.
2. Start discussions with RPCs at 11/15/18 Transportation Planning Initiative meeting.
3. Schedule one or more field trips to view the issues first-hand. Potential participants: District
team, AMP, PDB Program and PM (Bridge and Roadway – 2 to 4 total), Todd Sears, Joe Segale,
Zoe Neaderland, Jesse Devlin or staff, and Performance Management. FHWA Vermont
Division staff (Matt DiGiovanni and Larkin Welborn). [Kevin Marshia and Sommer Bucossi
visited VT 9 and US 4 areas as part of other tour in Fall, 2019. They will be sharing
observations in Winter, 2019 or Spring, 2020]
4. Act on next steps, including submitting scoping study(s) and coordinating on short-term actions
with districts. Estimate costs and, as reasonable, do basic benefit-cost analysis. Explore use of
FEMA Pre-Disaster Mitigation funding. Clarify the range of strategies eligible for FHWA
Emergency Relief funding (e.g.
www.fhwa.dot.gov/environment/sustainability/resilience/publications/er_faq/index.cfm).
Consider the big picture when there are projects in high- risk corridors and harmonize needs.
Manage expectations given limited funding. [meeting being scheduled 2019/2020]
5. Update this document and keep this work visible. Share simple web map on VCGI online.
6. Combine this 2004-2017 Part 667 analysis with the 2011 DDIR analysis in the Methods and Tools
for Resilience. It will be used in prioritizing projects in the Vermont Project Selection and Project
Prioritization (VPSP2) so Part 667 work will be used in project selection.
7. Update Part 667 after Governor-declared emergencies and every four years. Incorporate this
updated work into the resilience tool. [Underway] Incorporate Part 667 analysis and
vulnerability into other processes such as corridor management and the TAMP. [Underway]
8. Engage outside partners. These partners include DEC Tactical Watershed Planners, Vermont
Emergency Management (VEM), and RPCs. This engagement will include follow-through to
reduce risk on NHS and preparation for full network submission/broader coordination.
9. Encourage that Vermont Asset Management Information System (VAMIS) include business
processes that make analysis for Part 667 more efficient earlier rather than later.
10. Finalize documentation and note refinements for 2020. These include
• Figure out how to include all appropriate repairs rather than just from emergencies
• Include not just FHWA-funded repairs, but also FEMA and other
• Further and continuously engage districts and other people with on-the-ground knowledge
• Figure out how to track effectiveness of completed risk management or repair projects
• Differentiate between patches (replace in kind) or addressing underlying problems, for example
through review of locations damaged in Irene.
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Long-Term Next Steps

Some of these actions will be completed in 2019 but some require a longer time frame. This list will
continue to evolve as VTrans stays with the momentum of the first stage of Part 667 to move toward the
broader geography and continued enhancement of risk management. The intent is to have substantial
progress to report for the 2020 Part 667 submittal.
1. Prepare an outline of work to stabilize the Hartford corridor and submit into the project
prioritization process. Foster short-term actions to keep the corridor functioning safely and
explore long-term fixes of the underlying problems.
2. Improve how Agency conducts risk management, which is widespread but not well-coordinated.
This would include a standard definition and signed leadership policy statement. This policy
could help connect risk, asset, and performance management. [Policy statement included in
2019 TAMP. [Multidisciplinary meeting being scheduled for late 2019/early 2020]
3. Continue to work on risk-related actions from the TAMP Action Plan.

Risk Management TAMP Actions
Risk Focus Area

Issue

Fix

Extreme Weather
Impacts

Risk Management Not
Yet Embedded into
VTrans Culture

Identify a risk management champion for each asset group. Train how to incorporate
risk management in VTrans processes emphasizing an integrated approach. Implement
strategies from asset risk registers. Monitor new risks. Evaluate strategies.

Extreme Weather
Impacts

Bridge System is Not
Prepared for Climate
Change

Identify bridges at risk due to extreme weather, in part using VTrans Transportation
Flood Resilience Planning Tool. Participate in evaluation of facilities repeatedly
damaged by major events. Revise standards to become more resilient in the face of
climate change and chance of seismic activity.

Extreme Weather
Impacts

Lack of Preparedness
for Climate Change
Effects on Roads

Expand Transportation Flood Resilience Planning Tool from test locations to
statewide. [Underway]. Participate in repeatedly damaged facilities task.
[TAMP and Part 667 work coordinated in 2019 TAMP]

Information
Management

Limited Access and
Integration of Risk Data
and Information

Improve access to risk management data and information; widely communicate
availability and how to use it.

Sustainable
Transportation

Ineffective
Collaboration in
Enterprise-Level Risk
Management

Act on enterprise level risk starting with a multidisciplinary VTrans meeting followed up
annually; establish communication with traditional and new partners to minimize or
mitigate risks.

Source: VTrans TAMP (2018)
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